
Timeline of Events about the Jenness Park Sale 
 
 
What precipitated the consideration to sell Jenness Park? 
Since 2013, Jenness Park operations recorded deficits totaling $2,034,611. CSBC reserves had been 
depleted and there were no funds to cover future deficits. CSBC set a plan in motion to cover deficits for 
the next couple of years while working to move JP to solid financial footing. 
 
COVID-19 sweeps the nation 
JP began 2020 in a great way by registering a deficit of only $12,889 for the first two months of the year. 
Because of the coronavirus, camping was suspended in mid-March. With no revenue, deficits 
skyrocketed for March ($64,646), April ($73,815) and May ($88,191) bringing the year-to-date deficit 
(through May) to $239,541. 
 
The Executive Board takes action 
Presented with Jenness Park scenario of mounting deficits and no revenue, the CSBC Executive Board 
met May 15 and discussed in length options for Jenness Park. Faced with the reality of having no 
reserves and no assurance of CSBC operating surpluses to cover deficits, the Board recommended that: 
 Jenness Park Christian Camp be closed immediately, 
 staff prepare the facilities for permanent shutdown by June 30, 
 CSBC corporate officers be authorized to take necessary actions to sell Jenness Park and its assets, 

and  
 SBC churches and/or entities be given the first opportunity to purchase the camp by June 30, 2020. 
 
What happened next? 
After the Executive Board’s decision, several inquiries by persons and organizations were fielded by 
CSBC. Some of those who made overtures about the property were not part of the Southern Baptist 
family and could not be considered until July 1. 
 
CSBC looked at proposals and chose Gracepoint Fellowship Church in Berkeley to be the most viable in 
meeting the conditions of the recommendation. 
 
How did Gracepoint Fellowship Church meet the requirements? 
Gracepoint Fellowship Church, which started as a collegiate church in Berkeley in the 1980s, affiliated 
with Southern Baptists in 2006. The congregation began planting churches in college/university locations 
to replicate their model of reaching and discipling students to become Kingdom workers. 
 
A member of the North American Mission Board’s SEND Network, Gracepoint currently works in 15 
cities nationwide ministering to more than 20 university campuses. The congregation has planted 
California churches near university campuses in Davis, Irvine, Los Angeles, Pomona, Riverside, San Diego, 
Santa Barbara and Santa Cruz. 
 
Gracepoint contributed $40,000 to Cooperative Program ministries in 2019, ranking the church 24th 
among the more than 2,300 CSBC congregations in CP giving. Through mid-June 2020, the multi-ethnic 
congregation, which is primarily Chinese and Korean, has given $45,000 to CP. 
 
  



What is Gracepoint’s philosophy for Jenness Park? 
Even though the church will use the facility to support its vision and purpose, Ed Kang, Gracepoint’s 
senior pastor, said there will be weeks and weekends open for all or part of the facility to accommodate 
Southern Baptist churches which have loved Jenness Park. 
 
Pastor Kang said, “We would not want JP to disappear from the radar and only be available for our 
church. That would be poor stewardship over such an amazing place that others have so lovingly 
developed. So, we are looking forward to having JP continue to be a blessing to our fellow SBC 
churches.” 
 
Gracepoint is in favor of and supports the idea of camps such as CentriKid, Centrifuge and district camp 
to operate in the summer months. Other camps traditionally offered at JP also are possibilities. He 
added Gracepoint also wants to “continue the tradition of personal retreats for pastors.” 
 
 
What about the Jenness Park bell that rings when a camper makes a profession of faith? 
The bell will continue to be an integral part of Jenness Park. Pastor Kang said he was in tears to learn 
that the bell has rung more than 8,000 times since being installed. “What a great tradition, and one that 
reflects what I love about our SBC tribe—our focus on soul winning, on personal professions of faith. We 
will keep that tradition going, and add to it.” 
 
Is the sale complete? 
Yes. Escrow closed Wednesday afternoon, July 1. The camp is now owned by Gracepoint Fellowship 
Church in Berkeley. 
 
How do churches find out about camps at Jenness Park? 
Jenness Park will continue to be accessible via usual forms of communication: 
 Online – www.jennesspark.com  
 Phone – (800) 258-7554 
 Email – barry@jennesspark.com  
 
It will take time for Gracepoint to plan and implement Jenness Park’s availability and strategy for serving 
California Southern Baptists. However, CSBC is open to working with Gracepoint to make CSBC churches 
aware of camps of interest, especially summer camps such as CentriKid and Centrifuge. 
 
Now that ownership has changed, is the camp available for use? 
No. Gracepoint will have to go through the process of getting permission from the county to operate as 
an organized camp. Even if that were the case today, severe restrictions would be enforced limiting 
capacity due to COVID-19. Those wanting to know about the camp’s availability should contact Jenness 
Park. 
 
What will happen to the dollars CSBC was using to pay loans and deficits of Jenness Park? 
At this point there is no way to know that CSBC will realize a specified dollar amount because of the sale 
of Jenness Park. However, two things are certain: 
 Because the camp is no longer a financial liability to CSBC, Fresno operations will not be impacted 

nor be in jeopardy, and 
 Whatever funds are realized will be used to empower and resource the vision of CSBC churches 

through its primary initiatives of evangelism and missions, church planting, church revitalization and 
small churches. Any resources that become available will be used to strengthen CSBC congregations. 

http://www.jennesspark.com/
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